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Abstract. The Jiangmen Underground Neutrino Observatory (JUNO), the first multi-kton
liquid scintillator detector, which is under construction in China, will have a unique potential
to perform a real-time measurement of solar neutrinos well below the few MeV threshold typ-
ical of Water Cherenkov detectors. JUNO’s large target mass and excellent energy resolution
are prerequisites for reaching unprecedented levels of precision. In this paper, we provide es-
timation of the JUNO sensitivity to 7Be, pep, and CNO solar neutrinos that can be obtained
via a spectral analysis above the 0.45MeV threshold. This study is performed assuming
different scenarios of the liquid scintillator radiopurity, ranging from the most optimistic one
corresponding to the radiopurity levels obtained by the Borexino experiment, up to the mini-
mum requirements needed to perform the neutrino mass ordering determination with reactor
antineutrinos — the main goal of JUNO. Our study shows that in most scenarios, JUNO will
be able to improve the current best measurements on 7Be, pep, and CNO solar neutrino fluxes.
We also perform a study on the JUNO capability to detect periodical time variations in the
solar neutrino flux, such as the day-night modulation induced by neutrino flavor regeneration
in Earth, and the modulations induced by temperature changes driven by helioseismic waves.
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Introduction

Solar neutrinos, emitted in fusion processes powering our star, bring us information about
the energy-production mechanism in the Sun as well as about the chemical composition of
the solar core. In spite of their copious flux at Earth (about 6.5× 1010 ν cm−2s−1), detecting
solar neutrinos is experimentally challenging: it requires large volume detectors and low-
background environment. Nonetheless, the study of solar neutrinos has been very rewarding:
on one hand, it has provided a confirmation of the Standard Solar Model (SSM) flux predic-
tions [1]; on the other hand, it has proven that neutrinos oscillate (and therefore have mass),
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it has allowed to determine the oscillation parameters ∆m2
12 and θ12 [2] and to probe new

physics beyond the Standard Model [3].
Solar neutrinos have been originally studied by radiochemical experiments (Homes-

take [4], Gallex [5], GNO [6], and SAGE [7]) and by large water Cherenkov detectors (Ka-
miokande [8], Super-Kamiokande [9], and SNO [10]). However, both techniques are actually
sub-optimal for this task: the first one provides no other information but counting of events;
the second one imposes a high energy threshold of several MeV and has an intrinsically low
energy resolution. Borexino [11] and KAMLAND [12] have proven that the liquid scintillator
technique is a suitable tool to study solar neutrinos with a low energy threshold, thanks
to the good energy and position resolutions, and the pulse-shape discrimination capability.
Borexino has performed an almost complete spectroscopy of solar neutrinos coming both
from the “proton-proton” (pp) chain [13], which provides about 99% of the solar energy, and
the CNO cycle [14, 15]. Recently, Borexino also developed a Correlated Integrated Direc-
tionality (CID) method exploiting the sub-dominant Cherenkov light in order to disentangle
a solar neutrino signal from an isotropic background [16, 17].

Several experiments, such as Borexino, SNO, and Super-Kamiokande have also studied
periodic variations of the solar neutrino flux over time, both the seasonal modulation caused
by the eccentricity of the Earth’s orbit [18–20] and the day-night effect induced by neutrino-
matter interactions with the Earth during the night [21–23].

Despite these achievements, there are still open topics in solar and neutrino physics
that could be investigated by the next generation of solar neutrino experiments, like the
solar metallicity problem [24] or possible neutrino non standard interactions [25].

The Jiangmen Underground Neutrino Observatory (JUNO), a multi-kton liquid scin-
tillator detector under construction in China, could potentially be a decisive player in this
game, thanks to its high mass and energy resolution, provided the radioactive background
is kept under control and the detector response is fully understood. The JUNO potential
to detect 8B solar neutrinos with unprecedented 2 MeV threshold and to test the survival
probability of the upturn region has already been discussed in [26, 27]. In this article, we
explore the sensitivity of JUNO to intermediate energy solar neutrinos, i.e. 7Be, pep, and
CNO as a function of different possible experimental scenarios (mainly radiopurity and ex-
posure). These neutrinos represent a large fraction of the total flux from the Sun. In order to
avoid the problem of 14C and 14C pile-up which is dominant at low energies, we restrict our
analysis to the energy range (0.45–1.6)MeV. For this reason, we don’t discuss pp neutrinos.

The structure of this article is as follows: section 1 describes the main characteristics of
the JUNO detector design and its expected performance. Section 2 is dedicated to solar neu-
trinos production and propagation mechanisms and their detection in JUNO. The classifica-
tion of backgrounds relevant for this study and the definitions of various background scenarios
considered are discussed in section 3. The analysis strategy and methods adopted for the
sensitivity studies are discussed in section 4, while the sensitivity to 7Be, pep, and CNO solar
neutrinos is given in section 5. In section 6, the JUNO potential to detect periodic modula-
tions of the 7Be solar neutrino flux is studied with the focus on short-term modulations, as well
as on the day-night effect. Finally, the summary and outlook of this work is given in section 7.

1 JUNO experiment

The JUNO experiment [28] is based on a liquid scintillator detector currently under construc-
tion in an underground laboratory with a vertical overburden of ≈ 650 m (≈ 1800 m water
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Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the main JUNO detector.

equivalent) in Jiangmen city in Southern China. The JUNO detector is located at a distance
of 52.5 km from both the Yangjiang and the Taishan nuclear power plants. This baseline is
optimized for the JUNO primary goal, i.e. the determination of the neutrino mass ordering
via the interplay between the fast and slow oscillation pattern of the reactor anti-neutrinos
spectrum1 [29, 30] also exploiting a reference spectrum provided by TAO [31]. To achieve this,
JUNO requires a large target mass and an excellent energy resolution, which offers further op-
portunities for a variety of topics in the areas of neutrino and astroparticle physics [30, 32–36].

A sketch of the JUNO detector is shown in figure 1. It consists of a Central Detector
(CD), containing 20 kton of liquid scintillator mixture in an acrylic sphere of 17.7 m radius
and 120 mm thickness. This large volume makes JUNO the largest liquid scintillator detector
ever built, in comparison with the 280 tons and 1 kton active masses of Borexino [11] and
KamLAND [37] respectively. The liquid scintillator mixture has been optimized in dedicated
studies with a Daya Bay detector [38]; it will be mainly composed of linear alkylbenzene
(LAB) and will also contain 2.5 g/L of 2,5-diphenyloxazole (PPO), which will act as scin-
tillation fluor and 3 mg/L of p-bis-(o-methylstyryl)-benzene (bis-MSB), which will act as
wavelength shifter. The light attenuation length is greater than 20 m at 430 nm in order to
make up for the huge CD dimensions. Before filling, the liquid scintillator will be purified
to improve its radiopurity and a pre-detector (OSIRIS) will monitor it [39]. The acrylic
vessel is supported by a spherical stainless steel (SS) structure via 590 connecting bars.
The scintillation light emitted due to the energy depositions in liquid scintillator is detected
by 17,612 20-inch PMTs and 25,600 3-inch PMTs mounted on the SS structure facing the
acrylic sphere. This provides a large photo coverage (75.2% for 20-inch PMTs and 2.7% for
3-inch PMTs), which is necessary to collect a large number of photoelectrons per unit of
deposited energy, approximately doubling the KamLAND and Borexino coverages. These
unique JUNO features lead to an unprecedented energy resolution for a liquid scintillator

1Reactor antineutrinos ν̄e are detected via the Inverse Beta Decay (IBD) reaction on protons (ν̄e + p →
e+ + n), which provides an excellent tool to identify the signal via the space-time coincidence of the prompt
(e+) and delayed (2.2 MeV gamma following the neutron capture on a proton) signals.
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detector of ≈ 3%
√
E(MeV), given in terms of variance, at the price of a large dark noise

rate of about 30 kBq. As a comparison, the energy resolutions achieved by KamLAND and
Borexino amount to ≈ 5%

√
E(MeV) and ≈ 6%

√
E(MeV) respectively [11, 37].

The CD is submerged in a cylindrical water pool (WP) of 43.5m diameter and height
of 44.0m, filled with 35 kton of ultra-pure water. The WP shields the CD against external
fast neutrons and gammas. It also acts as a Cherenkov veto for cosmic muons having a flux
of about 0.004m−2s−1 and a mean energy of 207GeV. The muons passing through water
produce Cherenkov light detected by 2,400 20-inch PMTs installed on the outer surface of SS
structure. The SS structure has inner diameter of 40.1m with 30 pairs of legs attached to the
floor of WP. The WP walls and a SS support structure are coated using Tyvek reflective foil
to increase light collection efficiency. On the top of the WP, a Top Tracker (TT) is placed to
precisely measure the tracks of a sub-sample of the crossing muons. It consists of a plastic
scintillator array formerly used in the Target Tracker of the OPERA experiment [40].

Multiple calibration systems based on different radioactive and laser-based sources have
been designed and developed to calibrate the detector and to correct for the non-uniformity
and non-linearity of its response with better than 1% precision. The calibration operation
will be carried out through an acrylic chimney, which connects the CD to the outside from
the top. The details regarding the calibration systems and strategies can be found in [41].

2 Solar neutrinos

This section describes solar neutrinos, starting from their production in the Sun’s core up to
their detection and expected interaction rates in the JUNO detector.

2.1 Solar neutrinos production and propagation

Solar neutrinos are originated with electron flavour (νe) in the hydrogen-to-helium fusion
reactions occurring in the Sun’s core. This fusion can proceed via two distinct mechanisms:
the dominant proton-proton (pp) chain and the sub-dominant CNO cycle. In the latter
process, the elements Carbon, Nitrogen, and Oxygen catalyze the fusion. The CNO cycle
contributes only ≈ 1% to the solar energy production, with a large uncertainty due to a poor
knowledge of the Sun’s metallicity, i.e. abundance of elements heavier than Helium. However,
it is expected that the CNO fusion is the primary energy producing process in the stars whose
mass is at least 1.3 times bigger than the solar mass [1, 42–44].

The solar neutrinos produced in a given reaction belonging either to the pp chain or the
CNO cycle exhibit a characteristic energy spectrum as shown in figure 2. The flux of solar
neutrinos is by far dominated by pp neutrinos (≈ 6.0× 1010 cm−2 s−1), which are produced in
the primary reaction of the pp-chain and have a maximum energy of 0.42MeV. The pp-chain
produces also 7Be, pep, 8B, and hep neutrinos. The 7Be are mono-energetic neutrinos with
two distinct lines at 0.862MeV and 0.384MeV with a production branching ratio of 0.8949
and 0.1051, respectively. The overall flux of 7Be neutrinos is ≈ 5× 109 cm−2 s−1. The pep
neutrinos are also mono-energetic (1.44MeV) with a flux of ≈ 1.4× 108 cm−2 s−1. The 8B
neutrinos are characterised by a low flux (≈ 5× 106 cm−2 s−1) and a spectrum that extends
up to about 16.5MeV. The hep neutrinos extend to slightly higher energy than 8B neutrinos,
however, their flux is so low that they have not been yet experimentally confirmed. The
neutrinos from CNO cycle have a flux similar to that of pep neutrinos and an energy spec-
trum extending up to 1.74MeV, taking into account the contributions from 13N, 15O, and 17F
decays. The analysis presented in this work is focused on 7Be, pep, and CNO neutrinos. The
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Figure 2. Energy spectra of solar neutrinos from the pp chain (solid lines) and CNO cycle (dashed
lines). The coloured lines indicate the “intermediate energy” solar neutrinos which are the subject of
this paper. The spectral shapes are taken from http://www.sns.ias.edu/∼jnb/ and flux normalization
from the HZ-SSM predictions given in [1]. The flux (vertical scale) is given in units of cm−2s−1MeV−1

for continuum sources and in cm−2s−1 for monoenergetic sources. The values in parenthesis show the
corresponding relative uncertainties of the SSM predictions. Adapted from [45]. ©2005 The American
Astronomical Society. All rights reserved.

studies regarding CNO neutrinos are performed in two different ways. Firstly, we consider
CNO as a single species representing a weighted sum of all three components according to the
SSM predictions. Secondly, we consider individually 13N and 15O components, where the lat-
ter includes also sub-dominant 17F neutrinos having a degenerate energy spectrum with 15O.

The Standard Solar Model describes a star with one solar mass in hydrostatic equi-
librium. The model is calibrated to satisfy constraints imposed by the present day solar
luminosity, radius, mass, and surface metal-to-Hydrogen abundance ratio (Z/X, referred to
as solar metallicity). Solar neutrino fluxes are an output of the SSM together with other
relevant observables, like for example, the sound speed profiles on the Sun surface: note that
helio-seismology provides experimental data on these [46]. The newest generation of SSMs
is called B16 [1].

The solar metal abundances can be measured experimentally through spectroscopy of
the solar surface. In the past three decades, the analysis of spectroscopic data has led
to controversial results: the metallicity obtained in the original work by Grevesse et al. in
1998 [47], was significantly higher with respect to the one obtained with subsequent and more
accurate techniques (see for example the works by Asplund et al. in 2009 [48] and in 2021 [49]).
However, solar models using in input the low-metallicity values give in output results which
are at odd with helioseismological data. Very recently, in 2022, a new analysis [24] has
provided high metallicity results which agree with the original work [47] and are in tension
with the low-metallicity ones.
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An important step towards the solution of this controversy might come from the precise
measurements of solar neutrino fluxes, especially of CNO neutrinos. In fact the predictions
of the HZ and LZ models for 7Be, 8B, and CNO differ by 8.9%, 17.6%, and 30%, respectively.
This is because metallicity influences the plasma opacity of the Sun, which consequently
impacts the temperature of the Sun and the fusion rates. Additionally, the flux of CNO neu-
trinos is also affected directly by the abundance of its catalyzing metals: Carbon, Nitrogen,
and Oxygen. Table 1 summarizes the fluxes of 7Be, pep, and CNO neutrinos as predicted by
the LZ-SSM and HZ-SSM [1].

The electron flavour solar neutrinos undergo the process of flavour transformation partic-
ularly during their propagation through the dense solar matter due to coherent forward scat-
tering off electrons present in the Sun. This is known as the Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein
(MSW) effect [50, 51]. The survival probability (Pee) is dominated by vacuum oscillations
below 1MeV (Pee ≈ 0.54) while it is matter-dominated for energies greater than 8MeV
(Pee ≈ 0.32) with a smooth transition occurring for intermediate energies [2, 52].

2.2 Solar neutrinos detection in JUNO

In JUNO, solar neutrinos of all flavors are detected by means of elastic scattering off electrons:

νx + e− → νx + e− x = e, µ, τ, (2.1)

that has no intrinsic energy threshold. The cross section for electron neutrinos (νe) is about
six times larger than that for non-electron neutrinos (νµ and ντ ), since only for νe the in-
teraction can proceed also via the charge current weak interaction. In this elastic scattering
process, only a fraction of the neutrino energy Eν is transferred to the electron, which recoils
and transfers the gained kinetic energy Ekin to the scintillator, producing scintillation light.
This visible energy (Evis) is to first order linearly dependent on Ekin. Due to the kinematics
of the scattering process, a continuous electron recoil spectrum is obtained even in case of a
mono-energetic neutrino source such as 7Be and pep neutrinos. In addition, the directional in-
formation is almost completely lost due to the fact that the isotropic scintillation light is dom-
inant over the directional Cherenkov light, which contributes only at the sub-percent level.

The interaction rates of 7Be, pep, and CNO neutrinos expected in JUNO according to
the predictions of HZ-SSM and LZ-SSM can be found in table 1. This calculation makes
use of the SSM flux prediction [1] and oscillation parameters [2] together with the electron
number density in the liquid scintillator of 3.38 × 1032 e−/kton. The table shows also the
expected rates for the range 0.45 MeV < Evis < 1.6 MeV, the energy range of interest (ROI)
used in this analysis to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio.

3 Backgrounds

To reach its ambitious physics goals, JUNO needs to keep radiopurity of the scintillator and
all detector components at very high levels. This is especially true for the solar neutrino
analysis, where neutrino elastic scattering events are indistinguishable on an event-by-event
basis from the background ones, since all of them consist of a single flash of light and no
coincidence technique can be applied (contrary to what happens in the IBD reaction used
for reactor antineutrino detection). Furthermore, the scintillation light is isotropic and the
directional information cannot be exploited to separate signal from background. For these
reasons, the sensitivity of JUNO to solar neutrinos is intertwined with the amount and type
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Solar ν 7Be pep CNO

HZ-
SSM

Φ [108 cm−2 s−1] 49.3(1±0.06) 1.44(1± 0.009) 4.88(1± 0.11)

R [cpd/kton] 489 ± 29 28.0 ± 0.4 50.3 ± 8.0

RROI [cpd/kton] 142.5 ± 8.3 17.1 ± 0.2 16.6 ± 2.6

LZ-
SSM

Φ [108 cm−2 s−1] 45.0(1±0.06) 1.46(1± 0.009) 3.51(1± 0.10)

R [cpd/kton] 447 ± 26 28.4 ± 0.4 36.0± 5.3

RROI [cpd/kton] 130.0 ± 7.5 17.3 ± 0.2 11.9 ± 1.8

Borexino
results Φ [108 cm−2 s−1] 49.9± 1.1+0.6

−0.8
1.27± 0.19+0.08

−0.12 (LZ)
1.39± 0.19+0.08

−0.13 (HZ) 6.6 +2.0
−0.9

Table 1. Fluxes Φ and interaction rates R in the entire energy range for 7Be, pep, and CNO solar
neutrinos. The first and second row show B16-SSM [1] predicted fluxes and corresponding expected
rates in JUNO according to the HZ and LZ hypothesis, respectively. The expected rates RROI between
0.45MeV<Evis < 1.6MeV, which is the energy range of interest (ROI) chosen in this analysis, is also
shown. The last row reports the current best experimental results for 7Be and pep [13] and CNO [15]
neutrinos obtained by the Borexino experiment (note that the pep results slightly depend on the
HZ/LZ SSM predictions used for constraining CNO neutrino flux in the fit). All the rates are reported
in cpd/kton units, which are counts per day per kton of scintillator.

of backgrounds present in the detector. The relevant backgrounds can be classified into
three categories: i) internal background from the radioactive decays of contaminants of the
scintillator itself, ii) external background due to radioactivity in the materials surrounding the
scintillator, and iii) cosmogenic background related to cosmic muons crossing the detector.

The strategy to control internal background due to radioactivity is described in detail
in [53]. It is mainly based on the careful selection of materials and on a multi-step purification
procedure of the JUNO liquid scintillator, which include distillation (to remove heavy metals
and improve the transparency), water extraction (to remove radioisotopes from U/Th chains
and 40K), and steam stripping (to remove gaseous impurities, such as 85Kr and 222Rn). This
purification procedure will be performed on the scintillator during filling. Later on, in case it
is required, the JUNO design permits to perform further purification campaigns using water
extraction and steam stripping in closed loop.

Even though the preliminary results of the prototype plants are very promising, the
actual levels of contamination, which will be eventually reached, are still not known. In the
following paragraphs we describe the assumptions for our sensitivity studies for all types of
backgrounds.

JUNO has been built with an onion-like structure composed of concentric layers of in-
creasingly pure materials, in order to protect the core of the detector from external radioac-
tivity. Differently from the internal background, the external background is not uniform
inside the LS.
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Type Isotope Q (MeV) Mean lifetime Decay mode

Internal

85Kr 0.687 15.4 y β−

40K (BR=89%) 1.31 1.85× 109 y β−

40K (BR=11%) 1.46 1.85× 109 y e− capture + γ

232Th chain 8.8 2.03× 1010 y α, γ, β−

238U chain 7.8 6.45× 109 y α, γ, β−

210Pb 0.063 32.2 y γ, β−

210Bi 1.16 7.23 d β−

210Po 5.4 200 d α

Cosmogenic

11C 1.98 29.4 min β+

10C 3.65 27.8 s β+

6He 3.51 1.1 s β−

Table 2. Summary of the internal and cosmogenic backgrounds relevant for the 7Be, pep, and CNO
solar neutrinos analysis. Note that for the 232Th and 238U chains, we report the lifetime of the parent
isotope of the decay chain, and the highest Q value of the chain isotopes.

Cosmic muons and cosmogenic backgrounds are significantly reduced by the fact that the
detector is located underground. Furthermore, the residual muons will be effectively detected
and tracked, using not only the CD but also the dedicated WP and TT sub-detectors.

3.1 Internal backgrounds
The events generated by the decay of radioactive isotopes contained inside the scintillator are
known as internal backgrounds. In the ROI considered in this paper, the relevant radioactive
isotopes are 40K, 85Kr, the 232Th chain, the 238U chain and the 210Pb chain (210Pb → 210Bi
→ 210Po) as shown in table 2. We have performed our sensitivity studies assuming four
scenarios for these isotopes concentrations (see table 3):

1. The High Background scenario corresponds to the minimum radiopurity requirements
needed for the neutrino mass ordering measurement [39]. We recall that the mass or-
dering analysis will exploit the coincidence of two events in sequence, therefore a higher
rate of background events can be tolerated. Preliminary tests performed with the purifi-
cation plant prototypes demonstrate that the High radiopurity scenario can be reached.

2. The Medium Background scenario corresponds to a factor 10 improvement with re-
spect to the High background scenario for all isotopes. It is not guaranteed that the
purification plants will be able to bring the scintillator down to these radiopurity levels.
Indeed, it is not possible to test this directly before the JUNO data taking, since we
don’t have enough sensitivity to detect these low levels of contaminants.

3. The Low Background scenario corresponds to a factor 10 improvement with respect to
the Medium background scenario for all isotopes, except for 210Pb and 85Kr for which
the improvement is only of a factor 5.
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4. The Very Low Background scenario corresponds to the radiopurity levels reached on
40K, 85Kr, 232Th chain and 238U chain by the Borexino experiment in Phase-III in the
Fiducial Volume [13, 14, 54]. Note that this scenario is considered only as a best-case
scenario reference, since the JUNO central detector size would make it very difficult (if
not impossible) to reach this level of radiopurity.

The list of all contaminants, with their concentration and corresponding count rate in JUNO
for each radiopurity scenario, can be found in table 3. We provide in this table the count
rate without assuming any energy threshold (R) and in the ROI (RROI).

Note that in this table, we also include 210Pb which belongs to the 238U chain, but
is often found out of equilibrium with respect to the other elements of the chain [12, 55].
While the additional 210Pb contribution is not a problem, since its end-point energy (QPb =
63.5 keV) is well below the ROI, the isotopes produced in its decay chain, i.e. 210Bi and 210Po,
represent a major source of background especially for the pep and CNO measurements.

Also the isotope 210Po could be out of equilibrium with both the 238U and the 210Pb
chains. We don’t include this contribution in the table, but we study this case separately in
section 5.1.

The background list in table 3 doesn’t include 14C and 14C pileup, i.e., the superposition
of two or more 14C events within the same acquisition window. We recall that 14C is a Carbon
isotope which decays beta with an end-point of 156 keV and an half-life of 5730 years. It is
constantly produced by cosmic rays impinging on 14N in the atmosphere and is therefore part
of all organic compounds with an equilibrium abundance of ∼ 10−12 g/g. Fortunately, organic
liquid scintillators which are derived from petroleum are expected to have a much lower
concentration of 14C since oil is extracted from deep underground and is therefore shielded
by cosmic rays. Results from previous experiments based on organic liquid scintillator show
that the expected concentration of 14C is in the range of 10−17–10−18 g/g [56, 57]. For the
analysis described in this paper, we have chosen the energy threshold in such a way that,
even in the most pessimistic assumption of 14C concentration equal to 10−17 g/g, the ROI
contribution of single 14C decay is null and its pileup is extremely low (∼0.1 cpd/kton) with
respect to other species. For these reasons, in all the sensitivity studies presented in this
paper, we neglect 14C contribution and its pile-up. We note here that our analysis is robust
even against larger content of 14C (in the range of ∼ 5×10−17 g/g), provided that we are able
to constrain its rate and shape in the fit. However, this is beyond the scope of this paper
and will not be discussed here.

3.2 External backgrounds

The main external background in JUNO is the γ radioactivity of the materials that surround
the scintillator (PMTs, SS structure, and acrylic vessel), mainly 208Tl, 214Bi, and 40K isotopes
in the PMT glass with their typical energy range of 1–3MeV. Monte Carlo simulations
show that a spherical fiducial volume (FV) of radius rFV . 15 m would be large enough to
completely suppress the external γ contributions [26, 53]. To be conservative, only events
occurring inside a sphere of rFV < 14 m are included in the analysis. For this reason, external
background will be neglected in the following.

3.3 Cosmogenic backgrounds

Cosmogenic isotopes are created by the spallation of cosmic muons on carbon atoms inside
the liquid scintillator. Many of them are short-lived and can be fully removed by a simple
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40K 85Kr 232Th chain 238U chain 210Pb chain

High Background scenario

c [gg ] 1× 10−16 4× 10−24 1× 10−15 1× 10−15 5× 10−23

R [ cpd
kton ] 2289 5000 3508 15047 36817

RROI [ cpd
kton ] 1562 705 2100 7368 17269

Medium Background scenario

c [gg ] 1× 10−17 4× 10−25 1× 10−16 1× 10−16 5× 10−24

R [ cpd
kton ] 229 500 351 1505 3682

RROI [ cpd
kton ] 156 70 210 737 1727

Low Background scenario

c [gg ] 1× 10−18 8× 10−26 1× 10−17 1× 10−17 1× 10−24

R [ cpd
kton ] 23 100 35 150 736

RROI [ cpd
kton ] 16 14 21 74 345

Very Low Background scenario

c [gg ] 2× 10−19 8× 10−26 5.7× 10−19 9.4× 10−20 5× 10−25

R [ cpd
kton ] 4.2 100 2 1.4 347

RROI [ cpd
kton ] 2.9 14 1 1 163

Table 3. Summary of internal background contributions for 7Be, pep, and CNO solar neutrinos
analysis in different radiopurity scenarios, without assuming any energy threshold (R) and in the ROI
(RROI). The rates for the 232Th and 238U chains are obtained summing up the contributions of all
daughters in the chain under the assumption of secular equilibrium. The last column reports the
contribution of 210Pb assuming it will be out-of-equilibrium with respect to the 238U chain. Note that
in the Very Low background scenario the 40K, 232Th, and 238U contaminations are set to the upper
limit found by Borexino [13, 14, 54].

time veto cut around the muon track. This cut will introduce a dead time which is currently
not taken into account in our analysis. The relevant cosmogenic isotopes surviving the above
mentioned cuts are 11C, 10C, and 6He, which are long-lived isotopes decaying in the energy
region of interest with non-negligible rates. The cosmogenic isotope rate can be predicted by
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Isotope RScaling exp. R 〈R〉 〈R〉ROI

[cpd/kton] [cpd/kton] [cpd/kton] [cpd/kton]
11C RBx = 274± 3

RKL = 1106± 8
1890 ± 199
1959 ± 254 1916± 157 1761± 144

10C RBx = 6.2± 2.2
RKL = 21.1± 1.8

41.4 ± 15.3
36.5 ± 5.7 37.1± 5.3 0.25± 0.04

6He RBx = 11.1± 4.5
RKL = 15.4± 2

74 ± 31
26.6 ± 4.9 27.8± 4.8 12.7± 2.19

Table 4. Summary of cosmogenic background contributions for 7Be, pep, and CNO solar neutrinos
analysis. The interaction rates of cosmogenic backgrounds in KamLAND (RKL) [58] and Borexino
(RBx) Phase-I [59, 60] are reported in the first column. The expected JUNO production rate evaluated
by means of the scaling method (eq. 3.1), by exploiting the Borexino and KamLAND results separately,
are displayed in the second column. The rates assumed in this analysis, without assuming any energy
threshold (〈R〉) and in the ROI (〈R〉ROI), are reported in the third and fourth column respectively.

scaling the reference experimental measurements from KamLAND [58] and Borexino [59, 60]:

RJUNO = Rref ·
(
ĒJUNO
µ

Ēref
µ

)α
· Φ(µ)JUNO

Φ(µ)ref ·
εJUNO
C

εref
C

, (3.1)

where Ēµ is the average muon energy at the corresponding experimental site, α = 0.703 ±
0.002 is the spectral index of the energy dependence of the isotope production yield as mea-
sured by KamLAND, Φ(µ) is the incoming total muon flux, and εC is the mass fraction of
carbon atoms. The selection efficiencies of all three experiments are assumed to be compara-
ble. For JUNO, the value of Ēµ, Φ(µ), and εC are 209.2± 6.4 GeV, 10.8± 1.1 m−2 h−1, and
0.8792 respectively. The expected production rates evaluated by means of the scaling method
(eq. 3.1), by exploiting the Borexino and KamLAND results separately, are displayed in the
second column of table 4. For each cosmogenic isotope, the weighted average of these rates is
used to calculate the JUNO expected cosmogenic rates: the values, in the full energy range
and in the ROI (〈R〉 and 〈R〉ROI), are reported in the last two columns.

3.3.1 Identification of 11C: the TFC algorithm
Due to their long lifetimes, the events from 11C, 10C, and 6He backgrounds cannot be removed
by a short-time veto cut following a muon event. Fortunately, the spallation reaction by the
parent muon is followed by a cosmogenic decay and a neutron capture followed by the emission
of a characteristic 2.2MeV γ-ray, which allows us to use the so-called Three-Fold-Coincidence
(TFC) algorithm [61]. By exploiting the spatial and time coincidence of those events, this
method identifies space-time regions where the creation of cosmogenic backgrounds is highly
probable: typically, the selected regions are a cylinder around the muon track and spheres
around the point where the γ from the neutron capture is reconstructed. Based on this, the
JUNO solar neutrino dataset is split into two complementary data samples: TFC -tagged and
TFC -subtracted. The performance of this algorithm is mainly driven by two parameters:

• Tagging Power (TP), defined as the percentage of correctly identified cosmogenic back-
ground events;

• Subtracted-dataset Exposure (SE), representing the remaining exposure in the TFC-
subtracted dataset after the TFC application.
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To date, no such method has been developed specifically for the JUNO experiment. So,
the values of these two parameters chosen are TP = 0.9 and SE = 0.7, assuming similar
performances to the working values used in Borexino [13, 61]. The impact of different values of
TP and SE on the JUNO sensitivity to 7Be, pep, and CNO neutrinos is discussed in section 5.

3.4 Background from reactor anti-neutrinos

Assuming a 26.6 GW reactor thermal power and an average baseline of 52.5 km, the flux of
reactor anti-neutrinos at the JUNO detector is ≈ 1.5× 107 cm−2s−1. We estimate the rate of
background events induced by νe through elastic scattering process to be 1.4 cpd/kton in the
entire energy range and 1.3 cpd/kton for visible energy Evis < 2 MeV. This calculation was
performed using the νe spectrum and the fission fraction from [62] and their energy released
per fission from [63]. When compared to the expected rate of solar neutrinos, radioactive and
cosmogenic backgrounds, the contribution from anti-neutrinos can be considered negligible;
hence, it is not included in the presented studies.

4 Strategy and methods for solar neutrino spectroscopy

In a liquid scintillator, the signal induced by solar neutrinos which scatter off electrons is
generally indistinguishable on an event-by-event basis from the ones produced by radioactive
and cosmogenic backgrounds. However, it is possible to extract the neutrino signal by fitting
the energy distribution of detected events, modeled as the sum of neutrino and background
contributions. The fit requires as input the expected energy distributions, that is a Prob-
ability Density Function (PDF), of each background and signal component and returns in
output the corresponding contributing amplitude (number of events). This strategy, which
has been successfully adopted for solar neutrino spectroscopy by Borexino [13, 14, 55], will be
even more efficient in JUNO thanks to its excellent energy resolution and its large mass. The
fit is simultaneously performed on two complementary partitions of the available dataset:
the so-called TFC-subtracted one, depleted in 11C by means of the Three-Fold-Coincidence
technique (see section 3.3), and the complementary TFC-tagged one, more populated in 11C.
The reference PDFs for the signal and backgrounds used in the fit are obtained from complete
Monte Carlo simulations of the JUNO detector.

In the following, we describe in detail the fundamental steps for these sensitivity studies:
the production of the reference energy distribution for each background and signal species
(section 4.1), the production of toy datasets (section 4.2), and the fit to extract the contri-
bution of every background and signal species (section 4.3). Note that this analysis assumes
a perfect knowledge of the detector energy response and of the theoretical shape of the en-
ergy distributions for neutrinos and background. The evaluation of possibile systematic error
arising from these aspects is beyond the scope of this paper.

4.1 Production of reference energy distribution (PDFs)

The energy PDFs used in the fit are obtained from Monte Carlo simulations performed with
the official JUNO offline software framework based on Geant4 and customized for the experi-
ment [64]. This code fully describes the detector response, taking into account all the physics
processes occurring in the detector: from energy deposition, light emission, propagation and
detection, up to the electronics signal processing and event reconstruction algorithms.
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Figure 3. Examples of simulated energy spectra employed for the sensitivity analysis, for six years
of data taking. The different solid lines correspond to the four analyzed background scenarios: High
Background (purple line), Medium Background (blue line), Low Background (light blue line), and
Very Low Background (green line). The TFC-subtracted and TFC-tagged datasets are reported in
the left and right panels. The 7Be, pep, 13N, and 15O neutrino contributions are shown as red, orange,
pink, and golden ticker solid lines, respectively.

The event reconstruction is performed by the official JUNO software code. The analysis
energy estimator is the total charge collected by each PMT, expressed as the number of de-
tected photoelectrons (p.e.), subtracted by the mean dark noise hits expected, and including
an effective correction to account for the non-uniformity of the detector energy response.

All the neutrino signal and background components have been simulated uniformly
within a rsim < 15.0 m sphere, while the fiducial volume employed for this sensitivity analysis
is a rFV < 14.0 m sphere.

For each of the species of interest, a PDF of the reconstructed energy variable can be
built directly from the corresponding Monte Carlo sample. Because of the huge statistics
that will be acquired in JUNO, the number of simulated events is smaller with respect to
what is expected for a real dataset. In principle this could bias the fit result, due to statistical
fluctuations in the PDFs. We solve this issue by applying an optimized low-pass filter [65] on
the generated PDFs, suppressing as much as possible the high-frequency fluctuations without
distorting the spectral features.

4.2 Toy dataset generation

The TFC-tagged and TFC-subtracted energy distributions for each toy dataset are obtained
by randomly sampling the PDFs of each neutrino and background components. The sam-
pling is Poissonian, assuming the expected number of events as central value. Examples of
generated datasets, for six years of data in the different background scenarios, are shown
in figure 3, highlighting separately the 7Be, pep, 13N, and 15O solar neutrino contributions.
The TFC-subtracted and TFC-tagged datasets are shown in the left and right panels, respec-
tively. Note that in the Very Low and Low Background scenarios, the signal due to 7Be solar
neutrinos (a characteristic Compton-like shoulder at ≈ 1000 p.e.) can be easily seen by eye.
On the other hand, in the most pessimistic High Background scenario, the 238U and 232Th
chain decays dominate the count rate in the entire ROI. The contribution of every individual
neutrino and background species considered for the sensitivity analysis is shown with lines
of different colours, for the Medium Background scenario in figure 4.
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Figure 4. The contributions of all the neutrino and background species considered for the sensitivity
analysis for six years of data taking, in the Medium Background scenario. The TFC-subtracted and
TFC-tagged datasets are reported in the left and right panels, respectively. The 7Be, pep, 13N, and
15O solar neutrino contributions are shown as red, orange, pink, and golden solid lines, respectively.
The background contributions (210Bi, 210Po, 85Kr, 40K, 238U chain, 232Th chain, 11C, 10C, 6He) are
displayed as dotted lines.

4.3 Multivariate fit

To extract the signal and background contributions from each dataset, the generated TFC-
tagged and the TFC-subtracted spectra are fitted simultaneously, minimizing a Poissonian
binned likelihood function. This is built as the product of two independent standard Poisso-
nian likelihoods associated to the TFC-tagged and TFC-subtracted spectra. The fit param-
eters are the numbers of events for each involved signal and background components. Con-
straints on some of the fit parameters, coming from information which is external and inde-
pendent from the spectral fit, can be applied in the form of multiplicative Gaussian pull terms
to the overall likelihood. In the following, we don’t apply any constraint, unless explicitly
stated. The neutrinos and the internal radioactivity (210Bi and 210Po from the 210Pb chain,
85Kr, 40K, 238U chain, 232Th chain) populate the TFC-tagged and TFC-subtracted datasets in
the same relative proportions. The long-lived 11C isotope instead is present in both datasets,
but with two different contributions due to the application of the TFC algorithm. To account
for this, two independent fit parameters are included ( 11Csub and 11Ctag). The other two
most relevant cosmogenic isotopes 10C and 6He are included in the TFC-tagged dataset only,
given their negligible contribution to the TFC-subtracted dataset [13]. Indeed, the estimated
rate for these two isotopes in TFC-subtracted dataset rates are R(10C)ROI

Sub < 0.025 cpd/kton
and R(6He)ROI

Sub < 1.27 cpd/kton, respectively. We have not included in this analysis the
short-lived cosmogenic isotopes since we assume that the veto applied after each muon cross-
ing the detector will be sufficient to effectively remove them (see section 3.3).

The reference energy PDFs used to build the toy datasets are employed as the underlying
model distributions for the fit. With this assumption, the Monte Carlo simulations are
implicitly supposed to accurately reproduce the detector response. The study of systematic
errors associated to the non-perfect knowledge of the detector energy response is beyond the
scope of this paper and will not be discussed here.
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5 Solar neutrino spectroscopy

Thanks to the large active mass and the unprecedented energy resolution, JUNO will be
very competitive in the solar neutrino spectroscopy field. Of course, the achievable precision
to 7Be, pep, and CNO fluxes is strongly related to the overall exposure and to the signal
over background ratio, which in turn depends on the scintillator radiopurity levels. We
have performed the sensitivity studies as a function of exposure and for the four different
background scenarios described in section 3. For each exposure and background condition a
large number (104) of toy-datasets is simulated and fitted in order to evaluate the capability
of the multivariate fit to disentangle the signal and background components correctly. The
median of the relative statistical error distribution is quoted as the detector sensitivity;
the left and right errors are extracted as the distances between the median and the 34%
C.L. band extremes. The analysis ROI is 650 p.e. < Erec < 2400 p.e., corresponding to
0.45 MeV < Evis < 1.6 MeV.

As an example, the correlation plots for a given experimental configuration (Medium
Background scenario, six years of data taking) is shown in figure 5. In this specific example,
all rates are reconstructed without bias, i.e. the red histograms are Gaussians centered on
the injected values (black vertical lines). The figure outlines also the correlations between
different rates in the fit: in particular, the most relevant correlations for the solar neutrino
spectroscopy exist between the 210Bi, 11C, CNO, and pep rates. While in this particular
example these correlations do not influence significantly the performance of the fit, in other
scenarios with worst signal to background conditions, they may severely affect it, biasing
the results. Whenever this happens, it is necessary to help the fit by imposing external
constraints on some of the signal or background rates as will be discussed in the following.
In particular, in our studies we have applied an external constraint only to determine the
sensitivity to CNO neutrinos, as will be explained in section 5.3 and section 5.4.

In most cases, we will show the sensitivity results as a function of data taking time or
exposure. Note that, since we employed a spherical FV cut with rFV < 14.0 m, 1 year of
data taking corresponds to an overall exposure of E = 9.87 kton× y, and the default TFC
performance parameters (see section 3.3) are TP = 0.90 and SE = 0.70.

5.1 Sensitivity on 7Be neutrinos

The high rate (≈ 150 cpd/kton in the ROI) and distinct spectral shape of the 7Be neutrino
signal makes it a relatively easy target for the analysis in JUNO, even in the worse back-
ground conditions discussed here (the so-called High Background scenario). We find that
for each scenario the 7Be neutrino rate is extracted with no-bias. Of course, the exposure
and background conditions affect the uncertainty with which the rate is reconstructed. This
can be clearly seen in upper left plot of figure 6, where the relative error of 7Be on the re-
constructed neutrino rate is shown as a function of the data taking time (lower scale) and
exposure (upper scale). Very Low, Low, Medium, and High Background scenario trends
are shown in green, light blue, blue, and purple solid lines, respectively. The best Borex-
ino results, with and without including the systematic uncertainty (2.7% and 2.3%) [13] are
reported as black dotted and solid horizontal lines respectively. We find that JUNO will
be competitive after 1 year of data taking, exceeding the Borexino best result in most of
cases. For longer data taking it will reach unprecedented statistical errors, from ≈ 1.0% in
the pessimistic High Background scenario to ≈ 0.15% in the Very Low Background case.
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Figure 5. Example correlation plots obtained from the sensitivity study, performing 104 fits in the
Medium Background scenario for six years of data taking. The red histograms display the distributions
of the best-fit reconstructed rates, expressed in cpd/kton units. The non-diagonal frames report the
correlation plots among the different species: the rates density increases going from blue to red tones.

Due to the overlap of their energy spectra, the 7Be neutrinos precision can be influenced
mainly by 226Ra, 210Po, and 85Kr backgrounds levels. The results for increasing contamina-
tion level of these backgrounds are reported in upper right panel and in bottom panels of
figure 6. The bold cross markers correspond to the standard background scenarios, i.e. High,
Medium, Low, and Very Low Background with no extra background added.

226Ra could be present out-of-equilibrium with respect to the 238U chain due to its
chemical differences with its progenitors. For this reason, we have estimated the impact
of possible extra-contributions from this isotope. The highest 226Ra contamination selected
amounts to ten times the detector design requirement, creq.

Ra = 5× 10−24 g/g, corresponding
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Figure 6. Upper left panel: the relative uncertainties of 7Be neutrino rates as a function of exposure.
Very Low, Low, Medium, and High Background scenario trends are shown respectively in green, light
blue, blue, and purple solid lines. The best Borexino results, with and without including the systematic
uncertainty (2.7% and 2.3%) [13] are reported as black dotted and solid horizontal lines respectively.
Upper right, bottom left, and bottom right panels: the relative uncertainty of 7Be neutrino rates as
a function of the rate of 226Ra chain, 210Po (expressed as the sum for 210Po from 210Pb and out of
equilibrium one), and 85Kr respectively, for 6 years of data taking. The bold cross markers correspond
to the standard background scenarios for 6 years of data taking, i.e. High, Medium, Low, and Very
Low with no extra background added. For what concerns the upper left plot, the standard background
scenarios have no extra-contaminations of 226Ra, therefore no cross is shown.

to 142 cpd/kton overall rate for the 226Ra → 206Pb sub-chain. The results can be found in
the upper right plot of figure 6. The impact of non-equilibrium contamination of 226Ra in
the scintillator, (indicated as cRa from now on) is assessed by fitting the sum of all chain
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contributions from 226Ra down to 206Pb as an additional component. Its presence does not
introduce new features in the reconstructed energy spectrum, and its rate determination is
also eased by the prominent α decay peaks. At the detector requirement levels, its contribu-
tion can be easily identified by the multivariate fit and does not spoil the analysis. Moving
from cRa = creq.

Ra to cRa = 5× creq.
Ra , the 7Be relative uncertainty only slightly increases (as for

example, going from ≈ 0.4% to ≈ 0.5% in Very Low Background scenario, and from ≈ 0.45%
to ≈ 0.55% in Low Background scenario). For the highest cRa injected in the case of Medium
and High Background scenarios, the reconstructed 7Be rate is biased, therefore we do not
report the related points on the plot.

A potentially dangerous isotope for the 7Be analysis is the unsupported 210Po, that
decays to stable 206Pb. In fact, it is possible that a certain amount of 210Po will be present
out-of-secular-equilibrium with respect to 238U and 210Pb decay chains, as experienced both
by Borexino and KamLAND immediately after filling [12, 55]. To study the impact of this
isotope on the JUNO sensitivity to 7Be solar neutrinos, we have simulated for each standard
scenario an extra contribution of 210Po up to 8× 105 cpd/kton. The results can be found in
the lower left plot of figure 6. From this plot the effect of this isotope on 7Be neutrinos is
evident. However, even if JUNO started out with a 210Po contamination of the order of the
one experienced at the beginning of Borexino (about 8× 104 cpd/kton), the 7Be neutrino
rate would still be determined with an uncertainty of ≈ 1.4% (High Background), ≈ 0.6%
(Medium Background), ≈ 0.4% (Low Background), and ≈ 0.35% (Very Low Background).
Even in the most pessimistic scenario, JUNO will be still able to improve the best 2.7%
Borexino result on 7Be rate.

Finally, one of the most important backgrounds for the 7Be solar neutrino analysis
is 85Kr, since the two spectra almost overlap. The 85Kr contamination level is difficult to
predict and could be potentially high for a number of reasons: for example, air-leak during
filling or emanation from the acrylic vessel (85Kr could be adsorbed by the acrylic surface
due to exposure to air during construction). To study the impact of a large contamination
of 85Kr, we have simulated for each scenario an extra contribution of 85Kr up to a value of
5× 106 cpd/kton in addition to the 85Kr included in each scenario. The results are shown in
lower right plot of figure 6, where one can clearly see how the uncertainty gets worse for all
scenarios. Nevertheless, when the 85Kr rate is kept below about 1 × 106 cpd/kton, the 7Be
statistical error is still lower than the 2.7% best result from Borexino.

5.2 Sensitivity on pep neutrinos

The pep neutrino flux is relatively low, approximately fifty times smaller than the 7Be neu-
trino one. The current theoretical and experimental information, including the solar lumi-
nosity constraint [66], the ratio of pp to pep neutrino rate, the global fit of solar neutrino
data [67], and the oscillation parameters [68], allows to determine the pep neutrino flux at
1.4% level. To experimentally verify these assumptions, it is important to measure directly
the pep neutrino flux, which has been determined previously by Borexino with 17% preci-
sion [13]. Moreover, this result was obtained by fixing the CNO rate to the SSM prediction;
in the following, it will be shown how JUNO will be able to measure the pep neutrino flux
without this constraint for the first time.

The analysis is complicated by the poor signal to background ratio: the most annoying
backgrounds, existing in the same energy region of pep neutrinos, are the radioactive decays
of 210Bi and of the cosmogenic isotope 11C. Furthermore, the pep neutrino signal has a
comparable rate and a similar energy distribution to the one of CNO neutrinos, which induces
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Figure 7. The relative uncertainties of pep neutrino rate as a function of exposure. Very Low, Low,
Medium, and High Background scenario trends are shown respectively in green, light blue, blue, and
purple solid lines. The best Borexino results, with and without including the systematic uncertainty
(16.5% and 14.2%) [13] are reported as black dotted and solid horizontal lines respectively.

strong correlations in the fit between the two, as shown in figure 5. The results for the relative
uncertainties on the pep rate, in the four background scenarios, are shown in figure 7, as a
function of the data taking time (lower scale) and exposure (upper scale). For comparison,
the best Borexino results, with and without including the systematic uncertainty (16.5%
and 14.2%) [13] are reported as black dotted and solid horizontal lines respectively. In all
scenarios the fit is able to reconstruct with no-bias the injected pep rate after one year of data
taking, except for the worst background scenario, where a longer time of six years is needed.

We find that after 6 years of data taking, JUNO will reach competitive statistical uncer-
tainties matching or exceeding the Borexino best result in all background scenarios: ≈ 17%
(High Background), ≈ 6.7% (Medium Background), ≈ 3.9% (Low Background), and ≈ 3.1%
(Very Low Background). After ten years, the statistical uncertainties reaches unprecedented
values: ≈ 13% (High Background) ≈ 5.1% (Medium Background), ≈ 3.0% (Low Background),
and ≈ 2.4% (Very Low Background).

Since 11C is one of the most relevant backgrounds for the pep analysis, we performed
a dedicated study to understand the impact of the TFC performance on the sensitivity. In
figure 8, we show the statistical uncertainty (color scale) as a function of the TFC parame-
ters SE (Subtracted Exposure) and TP (Tagging Power) for the Low and High background
scenarios (left and right panel, respectively). For the Very Low Background scenario, the
pep neutrino precision is notably affected by the TFC performances. Particularly, the TP
parameter plays a central role with respect to SE, suggesting how the capability to efficiently
identifying the 11C is more relevant than having a high fraction of exposure included in the
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Figure 8. Impact of TFC performance on pep neutrino results: the pep neutrino rates relative uncer-
tainty (color scale) is shown as a function of Tagging Power (x-axis) and Subtracted Exposure (y-axis),
after 6 years of data taking. The z-axis (color scale) represents the pep neutrino uncertainties relative
to pep uncertainty when TP = 0.9 and SE = 0.7. The rate uncertainty increases going from blue to
yellow tones. Low and High Background scenarios are shown in left and right panels, respectively.

TFC-Subtracted spectrum. Indeed, the pep rate precision is almost doubled scanning the
analyzed TP range even for constant SE. The same conclusions can be drawn for the Low
and Medium Background scans. Instead, the High Background scenario implies high levels of
238U and 232Th chains isotopes, such that their spectra dominate the pep energy region. As a
consequence, even an excellent 11C discrimination performance do not increase significantly
the signal over background ratio and therefore do not significantly improve the precision of
the measurement of the pep neutrinos. A comprehensive overview of the impact of TP on
pep precision for the four background scenarios can be found in figure 9.

5.3 Sensitivity on CNO neutrinos

As experienced by Borexino [14, 15], the search for CNO neutrinos has two main obstacles:
the low signal rate and the presence of several backgrounds existing on the same energy
window, i.e. pep neutrinos, 11C, and 210Bi. For what concerns the 11C events, they can be
efficiently identified by the TFC algorithm, as described in section 3.3.1: the impact of the
TFC performance on the CNO sensitivity will be addressed later in this section. Anyway, the
main problem is represented by the CNO spectral shape degeneracy with the pep neutrinos
and the 210Bi background.

The results on the sensitivity are shown in left panel of figure 10, where the relative
uncertainties on the CNO rate in different background scenarios are plotted as a function of
data taking time (lower scale) and exposure (upper scale).

As expected, the sensitivity to CNO neutrinos is strongly dependent on the background
scenario assumed. In the Very Low and Low Background scenarios after two years of data
taking, JUNO will reach a CNO relative error of ≈ 30% and ≈ 39%, respectively, being thus
comparable with the precision achieved by Borexino [15]. The situation is more critical in the
Medium Background scenario: in this case, the output of the fit for the CNO rate is affected
by a bias unless we wait for several years (> 6 years). In the High Background scenario,
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Figure 9. Impact of TFC performance on pep neutrino results: the pep neutrino rates relative
uncertainty, normalized by the one obtained when TP = 0.9 and SE = 0.7 as a function of the TFC
Tagging Power, is shown for a fixed SE = 0.7 value. Very Low, Low, Medium, and High Background
scenario trends are shown respectively in green, light blue, blue, and purple solid lines.

the fit produces biased results on CNO rate, even after many years of data taking; for this
reason, it is not shown in the plot.

In order to reduce correlations, we constrain the pep neutrino interaction at 1.4% as
discussed in section 5.2. Following this approach, the CNO sensitivity greatly improves, as
can be seen in the right panel of figure 10: for data taking period longer than 6 years, the
relative uncertainty reduces to the level of ≈ 10%, ≈ 12%, and ≈ 15% for Very Low, Low, and
Medium Background scenarios, respectively. This result would be precise enough to pave the
way to a direct measurement of the solar metallicity using solar neutrinos. As previously
mentioned, this study takes into account the statistical error only. At this level, the measure-
ment will be largely dominated by systematic errors, which therefore must be under control
to maintain a competitive sensitivity. With this pep constraint, even in the High Background
scenario the CNO neutrino rate can be measured at 31% level after 10 years of data taking.

The contribution of potentially problematic additional sources of backgrounds, such as
210Po, 85Kr, and pileup, were found to be negligible and will not be discussed in detail.

As discussed in section 5.2 for the pep measurement, the precision on CNO neutrino rate
is expected to be strongly dependent on the TFC performance. We performed the TFC stud-
ies considering the fit configuration, where all the species have been left free to vary, assuming
all the background scenarios, except the High Background one since in this case we have lim-
ited sensitivity to CNO neutrinos, as discussed above. The results as a function of TP and SE
are shown in figure 11 for the Low background scenario. The color scale represents the CNO
neutrino uncertainties relative to the values obtained when TP = 0.9 and SE = 0.7 (the de-
fault values). Similarly to what was obtained in section 5.2, the tagging power is more relevant
than the subtracted exposure in increasing the ability of the fit to identify CNO neutrinos.
For the other background scenarios, we achieve the same conclusions as for the pep neutrinos.
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Figure 10. Relative uncertainty of the CNO rate as a function of exposure and time without and with
a constraint on the pep neutrino rate (left and right panels, respectively). Very Low, Low, Medium,
and High background scenario trends are shown respectively in green, light blue, blue, and purple
solid lines. The Borexino results with and without the systematic uncertainties are reported as black
dotted and solid horizontal lines respectively; each of these two errors is reported as an average of the
left and right uncertainties [15]). Note that these Borexino results have been obtained constraining
the pep neutrino rate and putting an upper limit on the 210Bi rate. As discussed in the text, the fit
produces biased results on CNO rate for High scenario without pep rate, even after many years of
data taking; for this reason, these results are not shown in the plot.

5.4 Sensitivity results on 13N and 15O neutrinos

The CNO solar neutrinos come mainly from two reactions, the 15O→ 15N+ e+ + νe (produc-
ing the so-called 15O neutrinos) and the 13N→ 13C+ e+ + νe (producing the so-called 13N
neutrinos). In the previous paragraph, the spectral distribution of electrons scattered by
CNO neutrinos has been used in the fit as a whole, keeping the relative contributions from
13N and 15O neutrinos fixed to the SSM value, which are 47.6% and 52.4%, respectively. The
sub-dominant 17F neutrinos have a degenerate energy spectrum with 15O. These numbers
take into account the electron-scattering cross section: indeed, at production the relative
proportion of 13N and 15O is 57% and 43% respectively, but 15O neutrinos have a slightly
higher probability of interacting in JUNO since their energy distribution extends to higher
values. Thanks to the large exposure and high energy resolution, JUNO might be able to
extract individually the rates of 13N and 15O neutrinos from the fit. Note that a separate
measurement of these neutrino fluxes − never achieved by any experiment so far − would be
an important step forward towards understanding the metallicity of the solar core.

The 13N and 15O sensitivity studies were performed both with all the species free to
vary in the fit and, secondly, constraining the pep neutrino rate as it was done for the full
CNO analysis (see section 5.3). The results for both 13N and 15O neutrinos are shown in the
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Figure 11. Impact of TFC performance on CNO neutrino results: the CNO neutrino rates relative
uncertainties (color scale) is shown as a function of Tagging Power (x-axis) and Subtracted Exposure
(y-axis), after 6 years of data taking in the Low Background scenario. The z-axis (color scale)
represents the CNO neutrinos uncertainties relative to CNO uncertainty when TP = 0.9 and SE = 0.7.

left and right panel of figure 12, respectively. The solid lines refer to the configuration with
all species free in the fit, while the dotted ones correspond to the case where a pep constraint
was imposed.

If no pep constraint is applied, considering 10 years data taking, in the High Background
scenario JUNO will not be sensitive to either neutrino species and therefore we do not show
any result, while in the Medium Background scenario 13N and 15O relative errors will reach
37% and 36%, respectively. Instead, in the two most radiopure scenarios JUNO will have the
potential to measure 13N neutrinos with a precision of ≈ 21% (Low Background) and ≈ 17%
(Very Low Background), and 15O neutrinos with a ≈ 24% (Low Background) and ≈ 20%
(Very Low Background) relative error. Note that, in general, 15O neutrinos are determined
with a larger error than 13N neutrinos, because their spectral shape and endpoint are similar
to the ones of pep neutrinos. For this reason, the introduction of a constraint on the pep
neutrino rate affects mostly the results on 15O neutrinos which improve significantly, while the
13N ones are only marginally affected. In particular, after 10 years the 15O neutrino relative
errors reduce to the values of ≈ 16% (Medium Background), ≈ 12% (Low Background), and
≈ 11% (Very Low Background). Furthermore, 15O neutrinos can now be detected even in
the High Background case, with a relative error of 32%.

6 Periodic modulations of the 7Be neutrino rate

In this section we will discuss the JUNO potential to measure time variations of the solar
neutrino fluxes. In particular, we will focus on 7Be solar neutrinos which are by far the
dominant component in the energy range discussed in this paper.

One obvious time variation of the solar neutrino flux is the seasonal modulation induced
by the eccentricity of the Earth’s orbit around the Sun. Since this effect is well-established
and known with high precision [20, 69], it will not be further investigated here.
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Figure 12. The relative uncertainty of 13N (left panel) and 15O (right panel) neutrino rates as a
function of exposure. Very Low, Low, Medium, and High Background scenario trends are shown
respectively in green, light blue, blue, and purple lines. The solid lines refer to the fit configurations
where all the species have been left free to vary, while the dashed lines to the configuration where the
rate of pep neutrinos has been constrained.

Solar neutrinos travelling at night towards terrestrial detectors cover some distance
inside the Earth so that their oscillations are affected by the Earth’s matter, responsible
for coherent re-generation of the electron flavor eigenstate. This fact leads to a difference
between the day and night solar neutrino signal ∆R, the so-called day-night modulation,
which magnitude depends on both the neutrino energy and the oscillation parameters [70].
In the MSW-LMA neutrino oscillation scenario the expected asymmetry for the energies of
7Be neutrinos interacting via elastic scattering is small, ADN = ∆R/ 〈R〉 . 0.1% [71] where
〈R〉 is the average of day and night rates. However, some theories involving non-standard
interactions of solar neutrinos open the possibility for larger day-night modulations [72–
75]. So far, no experiment has reached enough sensitivity to see the low level of asymmetry
predicted in the MSW-LMA frame at the 7Be neutrino energies. The best result has been
obtained by Borexino, which finds no asymmetry within a ≈ 1% error [23, 69].

A third physical source for modulations could be the temperature variations in the solar
core induced by gravity-driven (g-modes) helioseismic waves. Since solar neutrino production
rates highly depend on temperature via φ ∝ T α (with α=11 for 7Be neutrinos [76]) even
small temperature change may give raise to modulations of the solar flux with periods in the
range between several hours and minutes [77–79].

In the following, we investigate the JUNO capability to detect the day-night and the
gravity-driven modulations of 7Be solar neutrino rate.
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6.1 Sensitivity to solar neutrino day-night asymmetry
We have investigated the sensitivity of JUNO to day-night modulations in two complementary
ways: the statistical subtraction and the Lomb Scargle (LS) methods.

6.1.1 The statistical subtraction method
The statistical subtraction method consists in dividing the dataset in two parts — the day
and the night one — and determine the asymmetry (or its absence) by searching for a residual
7Be signal in the subtracted spectrum (night minus day). This method has the advantage of
cancelling possible long time-scale variations of the backgrounds, but it can be applied only
when the period of the modulation is known a priori. Indeed, it couldn’t be used for the
g-mode modulations described in the next section.

We produced toy datasets with different exposure and background conditions in the
same way decribed in section 4. For each dataset, we create the Day and Night histograms
assuming that all species rates are the same during the day and the night, except for the 7Be
neutrinos which are injected with an asymmetry ADN such that:

ADN = ∆R
〈R〉

= 2R
N
Be −RDBe

RNBe +RDBe
=⇒ RNBe = 2 +ADN

2−ADN
RDBe. (6.1)

We recall that due to the regeneration of νe in Earth, we expect a higher rate of neutrinos
at night with respect to day. For each toy dataset we subtract the Day histogram from the
Night one, creating in such a way the Difference dataset.

We performed a frequentist hypothesis test by using

∆χ2 = χ2
null − χ2

altern = χ2
∆R=0 − χ2

∆R free (6.2)

as the test statistics. On one hand, the null hypothesis implies that modulations are absent
and therefore the 7Be rate of the Difference dataset is assumed to be zero. On the other
hand, according to the alternative hypothesis, we fit the Difference dataset treating the 7Be
rate as a parameter left free to vary. The optimized analysis ROI is 640 p.e. < Erec <
1200 p.e., corresponding to 450 keV < Evis < 810 keV. An example of the Difference energy
spectrum is shown in figure 13 for an exposure of 6 years and ADN = 0.6%, and in the
Low background scenario. The resulting 7Be profiles assuming the null hypothesis and the
alternative hypothesis are displayed as red dashed or red solid lines respectively.

The sensitivity is evaluated by comparing the ∆χ2 distribution obtained in this way and
the one obtained with the same procedure when no asymmetry is injected. These distributions
are shown respectively as the blue and orange histograms in left plot of figure 14. The median
sensitivity to reject the null hypothesis (discovery significance) is calculated as the percentage
of events of the orange distribution which falls above the median of the blue distribution.

6.1.2 The Lomb Scargle Method
The Lomb Scargle Method is a powerful tool to search for periodic variation in a time
series of data [80, 81]. It is an extension of the Fourier Trasform to treat datasets which
are not evenly distributed in time and has been successfully adopted in several neutrino
experiments [18, 20, 82].

Thousands of toy datasets are built for a given day-night asymmetry ADN and a given
exposure in the same way as for the statistical subtraction method. The ROI is optimized
and constrained to the energy region where 7Be neutrinos are dominant, that is 640 p.e. <
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Figure 14. Test statistics distributions for the Statistical Subtraction Method (left) and the Lomb
Scargle Method (right). The distributions are obtained from ten thousands of datasets, where a day-
night asymmetry is injected (blue) and when no-asymmetry is injected (orange). In this example,
ADN =0.6%, the background scenario is the Low one, and the exposure is 6 years. For more details
on how the test statistics is built for each one of the two methods, see text. The median value of the
blue curve is shown as a vertical dashed blue line.

Erec < 1040 p.e., corresponding to 450 keV < Evis < 705 keV. Note that in this case the ROI
is narrower than the one used in the statistical subtraction method, because the LS is more
sensitive to backgrounds. Data are divided in 1 hour long bins: the bin time width has been
optimized to contain enough statistics (about 50 7Be neutrino events). For each toy dataset,
the Lomb Scargle periodogram is created: it represents the spectral density histogram of a
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signal as a function of frequency. A test statistics function P, namely the normalized LS
power, is built by calculating the difference between the χ2, obtained when the periodogram
is fitted either with a flat line (χ2

0) or with a peak at f = 1/T = 1 day−1 (χ2
DN(f)). This

difference is then normalized to χ2
0:

P(f) = χ2
DN(f)− χ2

0
χ2

0
. (6.3)

The distribution of normalized LS power for thousands of toy datasets simulated by
injecting a given asymmetry ADN, together with the one obtained when no asymmetry is
injected, are plotted as blue and orange histograms of figure 14. In this particular example,
ADN = 0.6%.

As in the statistical subtraction method, the median sensitivity to reject the null hy-
pothesis is given by the percentage of events of the orange distribution falling above the
median of the blue histogram.

6.1.3 Results
We performed the sensitivity study for different values of ADN starting from 0.1% (the value
expected in the MSW-LMA scenario for the 7Be energies) up to a few %. Following the
analysis procedures described above we have studied the minimum day-night asymmetry
which could be detected at 3σ by JUNO as a function of exposure and for different background
scenarios. The results are shown in figure 15 both for the statistical subtraction and the Lomb
Scargle methods. It is clear that even in the most radiopure scenarios JUNO will not be able
to reach the sensitivity to detect with a 3σ significance the ADN predicted by the MSW-
LMA effect. However, it will probe unprecedented ADN values: for example, after 10 years,
JUNO will be able to discover ADN of the order of 0.3%–0.4% in the two most favourable
background scenarios analyzed. Note that the only experimental result on ADN in the 7Be
energy range is the one from Borexino, which finds an asymmetry compatible with zero and
only quotes the precision of its measurement (0.94%). This is not directly comparable with
the JUNO discovery potential discussed here. The precision estimated for JUNO in the
two most favourable background scenarios after 10 years of data-taking are in the range of
0.1–0.2%, therefore, significantly better than the one achieved by Borexino [23].

6.2 Sensitivity to g-modes
Following the same procedure described in the previous paragraph, we applied the Lomb-
Scargle method also to determine the JUNO sensitivity to g-modes induced asymmetry
AgMode. Since in this case the modulation period T is not known a-priori, we studied the
dependence of the sensitivity on T varying from hours to several hundreds days, for different
exposures. The outcome of this study can be found in figure 16 for an exposure of 10 years,
but the results are similar also for shorter exposures. We find that the sensitivity does not
significantly depend on T . This means that the results shown in figure 15 for the day-night
asymmetry studies (T = 1 day) are valid also for shorter period modulations due to g-modes.
The current best limit for g-mode induced modulations has been set by the SNO experi-
ment (for the 8B solar neutrino energy range) and is 10% [78]. For all background scenarios
considered in this paper, JUNO will be able to improve this limit significantly after a few
years of data-taking. In particular, this study shows that after 10 years of data-taking JUNO
will have the capability to reveal AgMode values as low as 2.5% (High Background scenario),
0.8% (Medium Background scenario), 0.4% (Low Background scenario), and 0.3% (Very Low
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Figure 15. Minimum ADN detectable at 3σ by JUNO as a function of the exposure for the statistical
subtraction (dashed) and the Lomb Scargle (solid) methods. Very Low, Low, Medium, and High
Background scenario trends are shown respectively in green, light blue, blue, and purple lines.

Background scenario). This means that the underlying relative temperature fluctuations can
be detected down to ∆T /T 'AgMode/α' 5×10−4 (where α=11 is the temperature expo-
nent for 7Be neutrinos). We recall that in this analysis we have included only statistical
errors: some systematic errors could for example arise from unexpected time variations of
the backgrounds. However, the experience of other experiments, such as Borexino [20, 69],
shows that the Lomb Scargle method is a powerful tool to filter away time-varying back-
ground and therefore we expect that the addition of this kind of systematic error will not
alter significantly the results discussed here.

7 Conclusions

Even decades after their first observation, solar neutrinos represent a prolific field in particle
and astro-particle physics. In this paper we have studied the JUNO sensitivity to the so-called
intermediate energy solar neutrinos: 7Be, pep, and CNO neutrinos.

We performed the study assuming different radiopurity and we find that JUNO will be
able to measure solar neutrino rates with an uncertainty highly competitive with respect to
the current state-of-the-art in the solar neutrino field. In particular, we find that in all the
background scenarios considered the expected uncertainty on 7Be and pep will significantly be
improved with respect to the Borexino one after a few years of data taking, provided that the
systematic error will be kept under control. After six years of data taking, for 7Be neutrinos
we will reach the percent level in all the background scenarios, while for pep neutrinos the
uncertainty will go from 3% up to 17% depending on the background scenario. For what
concern CNO neutrinos, the results will be highly dependent on the types of backgrounds
and their levels. For most background scenarios (except for the worst one considered) JUNO
will be able to reduce the Borexino uncertainty, provided a constraint on the pep neutrino
rate is set: after 6 years of data taking, the uncertainty on CNO neutrinos will reach a
precision ranging from 12% to 19% depending on the background scenario. Note that unlike
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Figure 16. Minimum periodic modulation AgMode detectable at 3σ by JUNO as a function of the
period T for the four background scenarios and for 10 years of data-taking. Very Low, Low, Medium,
and High Background scenario trends are shown respectively in green, light blue, blue, and purple lines.

Borexino, this result could be reached without also imposing a constraint on the 210Bi rate.
Furthermore, JUNO has the potential to measure individually for the first time the rate of
the two main components of the CNO flux, 13N and 16O solar neutrinos, except in case of
the worst radiopurity scenario.

In addition, JUNO will be able to study possible periodic modulations of the solar neu-
trino signal, down to unprecedented levels. In particular, for what concerns the Day/Night
asymmetry, it will be able to improve the limit of ∼ 1% obtained by Borexino in all back-
ground scenarios except for the worst one considered. For what concerns the g-mode induced
modulation, JUNO will improve the current best limits by one order of magnitude, reaching
the percent level in most background scenarios.

In conclusion, JUNO will play a decisive role in solar neutrino physics, significantly
reducing the uncertainties on the fluxes and exploring the details of solar neutrino oscil-
lations. This, together with the results from other future neutrino experiments such as
Hyper-Kamiokande and DUNE, will provide new insight in some of the open issues of solar
and neutrino physics, such as the metallicity problem and possible non standard interactions
of neutrinos.
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